International Exchange Student Video Competition

The Solvay Brussels School of Economics and Management (SBS-EM) and the Foundation Marie-Christine Adam have decided to create a “video competition” for all Master students (the students enrolled in the Masters degree). The competition is open for all students of the SBS-EM Masters and for all incoming visiting students under a student exchange programme.

In order to participate to the competition, students must create a short film expressing their opinion and experiences relevant to the international exchange programme and the University itself.

The theme of the video should be based on your experiences in the exchange programme, both academic and unique, as well as your interpretation of the following two images:

The winning team of the competition will receive €2,500 and each group member’s names listed on the SBS-EM International Exchange website for public viewing.

Conditions and Eligibility

To participate in the competition each group must include one partner university’s student and one SBS-EM student. The following conditions must be met for successful application:

- There is no limit as to how many students are included in the group.
- All team members must be currently enrolled at SBS-EM or in the partner institution.
- The video must be between 120-180 seconds in length.
- Videos may be entertaining or serious as long as the set themes are met.
- By entering the competition each applicant is agreeing to release all material to the SBS-EM in a high quality video resolution when the video is submitted.

How to Apply

Simply send it to the SBS-EM International Exchange Office which will then be uploaded to the youtube.com website, the video will only appear after it has been viewed and certified by a staff member of SBS-EM to avoid inappropriate or offensive material.

Deadline: May 15, 2012
Judging Criteria

The videos will be judged according to the following criteria:

- Creativity
- Relevance
- Thought provocation
- Total youtube.com votes

The above criteria will be taken into account and the winning team will be decided ultimately by the Marie-Christine Adam Foundation, The International Exchange Team and 2 students. The SBS-EM reserves the right to prohibit and remove any material it deems inappropriate or offensive. All accepted videos will be posted on the youtube.com site however the winning video will be posted on the SBS-EM website.

Copyright Notice

Your video must not infringe on any copyright (do not include music or images that you did not create or that you do not own the rights to). By entering this contest you are giving permission for SBS-EM to use your video for promotional or educational purposes so it may be distributed or hosted online in the future although the creators will always be acknowledged (moral rights of the videographers will be protected by crediting the videos wherever they appear). All rights, titles and interests, including copyright in the video now or in the future will be assigned to The SBS-EM. The SBS-EM will attempt to monitor online activity within its “SBS-EM International Exchange Video Competition”, but it will not be able to implement your copyright on your behalf if your submission is abused outside of its network.